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Abstract 
 
This report focuses on autonomous and collaborative behaviour of robots through communications, 
which could be useful in battlefield or emergency situations. At present, roadside bombings in Iraq 
mostly involve the use of Improvised Explosive Devices (IED). The current scenario of IED clearance 
and disposal are by using remote-controlled operational robots to search and defuse the IED. In the 
event of a pre-detonation or error in defusing, a highly functional robot is lost. This project hopes to 
reduce cost and display a proof of concept, where complementary capabilities amongst robots could 
assist in completing a task or mission. 
 
To demonstrate the implementation of autonomous  and  collaborative  behaviour, a pair of 
autonomous robots was built. The advantage of designing a pair of robots rather than a single robot 
was because it is cost-effective in the long-run. The Master robot, serving as a full featured robot 
would be fully operational whereas the sacrificial robot could be made at low-cost with minimal 
features. The robotics platform for prototyping these robots was Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0. The 
simulation of a search and destroy of IEDs using robots was prototyped. 
 
 The scenario was to locate and destroy an Improvised Explosive Device (IED). The Master robot will 
search for the IED in a simulated environment, which is divided into four different colour zones for 
the purpose of localisation.  Once the master robot has found the IED, it will inform the sacrificial 
robot of the zone where the IED was found. Subsequently, the sacrificial robot would go to the 
destination to locate the IED at the specified zone. Once the sacrificial robot has found the IED, it is 
assumed the IED is destroyed. This scenario reflects how the robots would likely be used in Iraq or 
an urban war zone. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The idea for this project was  derived from  the  Multi Autonomous Ground-robotic International 
Challenge (MAGIC 2010), which is sponsored by the Australian and US Departments of Defence. This 
is to develop the next-generation fully autonomous ground vehicle systems that can be deployed 
effectively in military and civilian emergency operations.  
 
The main purpose of the project was to demonstrate how co-operative behaviours could be 
implemented in a pair of autonomous robots using the Mindstorms NXT 2.0. 
 
The objective was to implement  autonomous Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) robots  to 
communicate and co-operatively complete a task. The task could be done interdependently. The 
priority of the project was to get the pair of robots to communicate. The communication protocol 
used was Bluetooth which is supported by the NXT brick.  
 
A robotics system is made up of several components to perform functions, such as navigation and 
obstacle detection. The basic tasks of a robot consist of collecting and processing information, and 
moving. As such, to get the UGV to work, path-planning, obstacle avoidance and sensor processing 
are the components which were programmed and designed, in order to achieve the objectives.  
 
Semi-autonomous modes are attainable, in which a robot ground vehicle is given a simple command 
to follow a person or another vehicle. A fully autonomous military ground vehicle requires greater 
intelligence due to more complex environments.  
 
To develop an autonomous ground vehicle system that can be deployed in military operations, 
robots are expected to analyse the arena and coordinate with the team of robots to plan and carry 
out tasks  with the possibility of changing priorities.  To do so, basic tasks of the robot such as  
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collecting and processing information, and moving, were programmed into the robots. Movement 
should bring the robot to desired locations, while not colliding into any obstacles on its way. 
 
Recently, Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) were developed within the Department of Defense in 
United States of America to extend the capabilities of fighting forces while reducing the risk to 
military personnel. Initially,  remotely operated ground robots were developed for surveillance. 
However the interest in UGVs became more prominent when combating against armed terrorist 
groups infamous for improvised explosive devices  (IEDs). UGVs were used for detection and 
destruction of hidden explosives as one of  its many functions,  thus  reducing  the number of 
casualties in Iraq and Afghanistan.  
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2. Background 
 
2.1 Brief History of Robots 
 
The term ‘Robot’ was first derived from a theatre play called “R.U.R” or “Rossum’s Universal Robots” 
written by Czech writer Karel Capek in 1921. Leitao  states that  the term ‘Robot’ was used to 
designate labour force (Leitao et al., 2009). In 1941 Isaac Asimov, a science fiction writer, introduced 
the word ‘Robotics’ to describe the technology of robots and predicted the rise of a powerful robot 
industry. One year later Asimov wrote “Runaround”, a story about robots which contained the 
“Three Laws of Robotics” [2]. As a sidenote the “Three Laws of Robotics”, were basically meant to 
protect humans, keep humans safe and obey the orders given by humans.  
 
In spite of several definitions, a robot is usually characterised as a machine that can automatically 
perform a task normally executed by humans. Robots are not new in the military domain. The use of 
robots in warfare dates back to World War 2 and the Cold War. In the former, German armies had 
used a remote controlled tank called German Goliath. This tank weighed between 0.4 to 3.7 tonnes 
and was merely controlled with wires (Coll, 2005). The Goliath was used to track mines and operated 
by blowing itself up together with its intended target, so it was not reusable. 
 
Technology has improved tremendously and as a result brought upon the rise of robotics systems in 
the recent years. There are various types of robots that can be used for civilian operations such as 
search and rescue, and fire-fighting, and for military operations. However, this paper will focus on 
military robots, leaning towards autonomous military robots and presents capabilities of manned 
and unmanned robots. 
 
Currently semi-autonomous vehicles or robots play a significant role in many applications, but are in 
the initial stages of progressing to more complex and multi-autonomous robots, which will lead 
many industries to technology frontiers, some of the most important being in military applications. 
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Robots have been used on the battlefield by the United  States during the war in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. The cost of the robots has been exorbitant to develop and deploy, however the cost of 
unmanned ground vehicles are low compared to other forms of robots such as unmanned air and 
underwater military vehicles. Most of the ground robots are typically remote controlled by man and 
often used by the Explosive Ordnance Disposal team (Charette, 2009). The latter is an example 
whereby remote-control vehicles dominate the military applications because of their reliability. This 
is due to the presumption that keeping a human in the loop is important, because making critical 
decisions with limited or contradictory information is best done by a human (Wong, 2008). 
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3. Future Mandate 
 
“Military leaders are quite clear that they want autonomous robots as soon as possible, because 
they are more cost-effective and give a risk-free war” says UK robot expert and University of 
Sheffield professor Noel Sharkey (Davies, 2009).  
 
The emergence of robotic systems in the defence force has been rapid. “When US Forces went into 
Iraq in 2003 they were accompanied by no robotic units but by the end of 2004 the number was up 
to 150. By the end of 2005, it was 2 400, and it was more than doubled in the following year. By the 
end of 2008 it reached as high as 12 000” (Blackhall, 2009). However, the ground robots used initially 
belong to first generation systems which were remote controlled and therefore require a human 
operator per robot. The robots in Iraq were initially used for detecting and clearing land mines and 
improvised explosives devices (IEDs). The use of robots has saved many soldiers’ lives by not having 
them manually clear the explosives devices themselves.  
 
The new generation of military robots is expected to do more than just be remotely controlled by 
human operators. They are expected to become autonomous, armed and cooperative robots. This is 
the future mandate of the United States Military.  This is further emphasised by MAGIC 2010; the 
Multi Autonomous Ground-robotics International Challenge, which is sponsored by the Australian 
and US Departments  of Defence to develop next-generation fully autonomous ground vehicle 
systems that can cooperate autonomously in high-risk environments and emergency situations to 
protect human lives (DSTO, 2009). 
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4. Aim of Thesis Project 
 
The aim of the project is to design and prototype a pair of autonomous robots that enact a typical 
day scenario in Iraq - to search and destroy an IED. The master robot will be doing a search to 
identify an IED in the simulated environment arena. When the IED has been found it will inform the 
sacrificial robot of the location of the IED. As the name implies, the sacrificial robot will sacrifice itself 
with the IED. 
 
The main emphasis of the project is in the communications between the two robots. This is to be 
implemented via Bluetooth which is available in the NXT bricks. A strategy  for designing 
communications protocol was developed. Algorithms were to be implemented thereafter. 
 
The reason why a sacrificial robot is being introduced is because not all IEDs can be defused; some 
robots are blown up during the process of defusing or when the IED pre-detonates. The master 
robot will search and identify the IED and transmit its location. Typically, the master robot in the 
battlefield will be highly equipped and expensive. Therefore, to damage or blow up the Master robot 
will not be economically viable. The sacrificial robot will have limited sensors, or will be a base model 
of the master. It is hoped that the results of the scaled down implementation could be reflected 
later in a battlefield application. 
 
The cost saving may be in the form of developing sacrificial robots using mask ROM and master 
robots using Flash ROM, so master robot’s capabilities could be updated with changes in the future.   
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5. The Need for Autonomous Robots 
 
Autonomous robot is defined as having the capability of mobility and execution of its own decision 
by gathering feedback from its sensors of the environment (Dudek & Jenkins, 2000). Growing robot 
autonomy means human controllers are gradually allowing robots to think for themselves. Although 
autonomous robotics may be an emerging and interesting field, it encompasses a significant set of 
complex tasks: perception, localisation, navigation and path planning (Dudek & Jenkins, 2000). 
 
Chuck Thorpe, director of the Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, considers 
autonomous ground robots are good for doing “dangerous, dull and dirty” operations, thus 
preserving the lives of military personnel (Voth, 2004). “Larry Jackel from DARPA says “Generally, 
you want vehicles to go places too dangerous for a person- such as travelling in environments with 
chemical, biologic or radiological hazards or where the job is extremely boring”. So the unmanned 
ground vehicle might drive somewhere, then set itself on a hill for a week doing watch over and only 
have a moment of real action. You would not want to have to supply a team of people with the 
support to do that ‘round-the-clock’” (Wilson, 2008). 
 
Some examples for which autonomous ground robots tend to be more suitable are for missions such 
as route recon, surveillance, resupply of resources and activities which may be mundane and 
inefficient for a human. Currently some countries such as South Korea and Israel have deployed 
armed robot border guards, while China, India and Russia have increased the use of military robots 
(Davies, 2009). This illustrates the use of robots not just at warfronts but also for border security.  
 
The US military’s long term plan is to prepare for modern warfare using robotics. The Army’s Future 
Combat Systems program has a mandate to make a third of its ground forces robotic within 15 
years. It is further emphasised that a congressional mandate requires one-third of all operational 
deep-strike aircraft be unmanned by 2010 and by 2015 one-third of all ground combat vehicles be 
unmanned  (Davies, 2009). “Steeb says the Army’s 20-year plan envisions 10 steps of robotic 
development, starting with completely human controlled systems and ending with autonomous, 
armed, cooperative robots” (Voth, 2004).  
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5.1 Expectations of Features for Autonomous Robots 
 
Special Operations Command representative to DARPA, Army Lt. Col. John Blitch states the following 
are the general performance objectives which are crucial to a tactical robot (Wilson, 2008).This 
would make it functional to survive on the battlefield.  
1)  Response to loss of communications  –  the robot should continue to re-establish a link, 
rather than performing the last known command.  
2)  Tumble recovery - the robot must be able to continue to move and function even when it 
lands on its back or else has the means to flip itself. 
3)  Anti-handling – the robot must feature a method of preventing the enemy from capturing it 
while not endangering civilians. If the robot is captured, it is to self-destruct in a non-violent 
manner.  
4)  Self-location – the robot should be able to determine its position in the event of a GPS 
failure. It should be able to use odometer or visual data, or both inputs to determine its 
location. 
5)  Complex obstacle negotiation – the robot must be capable of stair-climbing, moving through 
mud, rubble and etc. It needs to have a hybrid mobility to avoid any single point of failure. 
E.g.: a combination of wheels and/or tracks and/or legs.  
6)  Self-cleaning – the robot is to have the ability to clear dust, mud or others things that might 
be blocking its camera lens. 
 
Although the above performance indicators are crucial and desirable, no robots have been built to 
date that satisfy all of the original objectives. However, current robots such as PacBots and Talons 
are still highly regarded as war-fighters. These robots were deployed to deal with booby traps, car 
bombs and IEDs. Competitions such as MAGIC 2010 organised by DRAPA are intended to egg on 
academia and industry.  
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6. Communications 
 
Just as military units communicate with each other, military robots also need to communicate and 
know each other’s position or situational awareness. This is especially true for advanced applications 
such as reconnaissance, surveillance and target acquisition. Communication for robots can be 
implemented using several protocols, such as WiMAX networks, wired networks, cellular networks, 
Wi-Fi networks and RF communications. These are the common protocols used commercially for 
commercial and military robots.  
 
For military purposes, security in communication networks is essential. This is a crucial aspect in any 
operational situation. Enemies may attempt to tap and attack the network via different protocol 
layers and compromise security. Therefore, appropriate measures need to be taken to hold the 
integrity of communications.  
 
Communications between robots is one mechanism that can be helpful in the multi-robot 
environment. With the aid of efficient communications the future sees a single human operator 
controlling multiple, highly autonomous robots. After that, the robots will be fully autonomous and 
control themselves, without any human intervention, and later where they would control other 
autonomous robots. This is called “unmanned teaming” (Axe, 2009).  
 
During a battlefield operation, a robot may not be built as a multi-purpose robot. This is because 
many tasks to be achieved by a single robot may be too complex, whereas they can be done more 
effectively by multiple robots. Typically the platform of robots would exhibits complementary 
capabilities (Grant & Chang, 2008). 
 
To achieve a cooperative behaviour in autonomous robots, efficient communication is necessary to 
accomplish complex tasks faster and more reliably. Lots of electrical  power for mobility, 
communication and control is being used by current robot architectures. This creates a time and 
energy overhead that reduces performance (Orhan, 2005).  
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7. Ethics 
 
7.1 Dangerously Intelligent 
 
‘Please put down your weapon. You have 20 seconds to comply. So said the armed robot in Paul 
Verhoeven's 1987 movie RoboCop’ [15]. The suspect drops his weapon but a fault in the robot's 
software means it opens fire anyway. Nearly two decades later, such fictional weapon-toting robots 
are looking startlingly close to reality [15].   
  
Military robots such as Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) are often deployed in hostile, combat 
situations to reduce the risk to and loss of friendly forces. Since UGVs operate in active hostile 
environments, the robot must be designed to alleviate, rather than to contribute to friendly fire or 
being a hazard. Armed military robots are a cause for concern while lethal damage could be inflicted 
if precautions are not taken. Operational procedures and safety devices may be needed to avoid 
casualties. 
 
An example of a design and operation procedure for a remotely operated UGV is as follows. A 
remotely operated UGV carrying an explosive charge for placement and detonation at an enemy 
position should not prematurely drop the explosive in friendly troop or civilian positions.  The soldier 
operating the robot should provide enough safety features to avoid prematurely detonating the 
explosive charge while it is being taken to the enemy’s site. Detonation of explosive charges is 
usually done via encrypted radio signals. Premature detonation could injure friendly troops, damage 
equipment or destroy the robot itself. The military robot should only function as the messenger of 
destruction and not the machine equivalent of a fanatical suicide-bomber [16].   
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7.2 Safety of Autonomous Robots 
 
Intuitively,  many  people feel  that  autonomous systems are not just more complex, but also 
introduce their own set of problems. This may require a novel approach for development and design 
of such systems. This raises the question of how autonomous systems differ from non-autonomous 
systems and if the same approach applies to the safety assurance of the systems. 
 
The design of autonomous military robots is mainly comprised of the following types: scripted, 
supervised or intelligent. A scripted autonomous robot system uses a pre-planned program with 
embedded physical models to carry out its intended mission. Military analysts  and engineers 
describe scripted autonomous robot systems as “point, fire and forget” systems. This is because 
when it is deployed, the scripted autonomous robot system does not need or have any further 
human interactions. For example, when a scripted autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) is placed 
into water, it submerges, runs its programmed mission and returns to the designated recovery 
station – by itself. Guided missiles and guided smart bombs have similar characteristics [16]. 
 
A supervised autonomous robot system has most, if not all, of its planning, sensing, monitoring and 
networking functions performed by the robot. “Supervised” indicates a human operator is in the 
loop of the system. Usually the human operator uses a communications link to provide the robot 
with cognitive abilities. Especially in the areas of decision making, the fusion and perception of 
sensor data, the diagnosis of anomalies and problems and any intended collaboration with other 
systems, either manned or robotic.  
 
In the near future, a supervised autonomous robot system will be the “conventional” autonomous 
military robot. An example given by Joseph & Angelo (2007) illustrates an unmanned combat aerial 
vehicle (UCAV) that could take off on its own, fly itself over a programmed course, and modify the 
flight path accordingly to avoid other aerial vehicles, adverse weather and hostile threats. At the end 
of the mission it would return to home base and land itself. However,  as the “conventional” 
unmanned combat aerial vehicle flies around collecting data and sensing the environment, it might 
encounter and identify a hostile target. It is at this point the human operator is immediately alerted 
so he or she can make a split decision, whether to engage and destroy the target or hold fire.   
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The third type of autonomous military robot system is from the imagination of science fiction writers 
and the many hopefuls. The concept and operation could be called the intelligent autonomous robot 
system. Machine intelligence would control all levels of operation for this type of military robot. It is 
likely that this system’s Artificial Intelligence capability would allow the robot to make decisions, 
perhaps  based  on a set of planned options. The intelligent military robot would be capable of 
interpreting and perceiving the sensors’ data from the environment and take appropriate actions. It 
is expected that the intelligent autonomous military robot would be able to collaborate with other 
systems using a communications network linked to other robots and supervising humans.  
 
It can be assumed that the intelligent autonomous robots have  built-in Artificial Intelligence to 
overcome all possible scenarios. In a war or combat scenario, the line between fair and unfair 
becomes blurred. Imagine a scenario where six armed intelligent autonomous ground vehicles are 
advancing into an enemy’s position. They communicate with each other to probe for soft spots in 
the enemy’s stronghold. They encircle the enemy and manoeuvre in for the kill, but suddenly the 
enemy soldiers raise a white flag. Would the intelligent autonomous robot recognise a possible 
surrender situation or suspect a trick and continue attacking? Would the Artificial intelligence be 
able to make a timely and correct decision? Or should it stop and await orders from a human 
supervisor?   
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7.3 Is Ethics Necessary? 
 
Enthusiastic roboticists are happy to develop different types of robots, but their passion could have 
blinded them from governing a community for “Ethics in robotics”. Robots are created by developers 
to accept inputs and to react logically and not rationally. They can only react to what they are 
programmed for and are limited within their scope. 
 
The development of robotics system increased  exponentially,  especially  when more funds and 
grants were given out for the development of autonomy. With respect to the autonomous ability to 
launch weapons and explosives, there is an increasing need to be cautious of the potential 
downsides. To allow a mere robot to autonomously make a lethal kill decision is questionable.  It 
cannot be definite that the system is absolutely reliable in differentiating friend from foe.  
 
The Special Weapons Observation remote Reconnaissance Direct Action Systems (SWORDS) robot 
which is an armed, remote controlled robot with rapid aiming platform and multiple video cameras, 
was recently deployed in Iraq. This was the first armed robot to be deployed in 2007. However prior 
to deployment, SWORDS underwent and successfully completed safety certification testing, an 
operational assessment and further capability assessment [6]. 
 
MAARS(Modular Advanced Armed Robotic  System), is a later robot that features new software 
controls which allows the human operator to select the fire and no-fire zones. This was to prevent 
the robot from accidentally firing at humans. MAARS also has an extra fail-safe which won’t allow it 
to fire at its own control unit [6]. This prevents friendly fire and collateral damage. 
 
The Energetically Autonomous Tactical Robot (EATR) is designed to keep itself charged by using any 
available combustible material. EATR would operate by supplying propane or any other fuel that will 
burn to give itself a charge. The controversy about EATR is that it might also “eat” dead soldiers in 
the battlefield. Though its ability to eat is the attention grabber, it is actually the intelligence 
required by the design that is most significant. Because the unit is designed to be built into 
unmanned ground vehicles (UGV) or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), the EATR has to be capable of  
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semi-autonomous operation not just for hours, but potentially for days or weeks. That requires far 
more intelligence, risk and situational analysis and complex reactive capability than currently exists 
in any military unmanned vehicle. Fortunately, EATR will be kept in the lab due to its performance 
and practical concerns [17]. 
 
Lin says there are increasing pressures  to develop and deploy robotics, including autonomous 
vehicles [5]. This creates a ‘rush to market’, which may increase the risk of inadequate design and 
programming.  
 
“A robotics expert, a physicist, a bioethicist and a philosopher have founded the International 
Committee for Robot Arms Control (ICRAC) to campaign for limits on robotic military hardware. 
Roboticist Noel Sharkey at the University Of Sheffield, UK, and his colleagues set up ICRAC after a 
two-day meeting in Sheffield.” [18] Sharkey has spoken before of ethical concerns about military 
systems that make their own decisions.  
 
A research request issued in August by the Pentagon's Office of Naval Research (ONR) showed that 
sometime in the future, military robots will be asked to make some important decisions - on their 
own. The ONR wants to engineer mobile robots to "understand cooperative and uncooperative" 
people, and inform their operator if they seem a threat. It hopes to do this using artificial 
intelligence software fed with data from a "remote physiological stress monitoring" system, and by 
using speech, face and gesture recognition. From this it would draw inferences about the threat that 
person poses.  
 
“‘It is ethically problematic to use software that may work in lab conditions but not under a whole 
range of extreme conditions, such as when you suspect someone might be a suicide bomber,’ says 
Kirsten Dautenhahn, an AI expert at the University of Hertfordshire in the UK.” [15] 
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8. LEGO NXT used for project 
 
Lego Mindstorms NXT 1.0 and 2.0 were released by Lego in late July 2006 and 1
st of August 2009 
respectively. The latter features an advanced colour sensor and other upgraded capabilities. During 
the initial phase of the project, Lego Mindstorms NXT 1.0 was used for the development of the 
project. During the later stages Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0 was available to further improve and 
develop the project. The latter was a far improvement in regards to Colour Sensor and the software 
(NXT-G). These improvements attributed to the completion of the objectives in the project. The 
author appreciated the experience with working with the two versions of NXT and their software. 
 
Lego is part of an open hardware development kit, which enables companies such as HiTechnic, 
Mindsensors and others to develop advanced sensors such as Vision Subsystem, Multi-sensitivity 
Acceleration sensor, Real-time clock and many more to integrate with Mindstorms NXT. It is possible 
for users to create their own sensors and connect it to the NXT. A search on the internet leads to a 
number of Do It Yourself (DIY) sensors.  
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8.1 The NXT Brick 
 
As the project was implemented with NXT robots it is important to describe briefly the structure of 
the robots. The NXT robot has four main features, the NXT ‘brick’, sensors, motors and the main 
chassis.  The NXT ‘brick’ is the programmable computer that controls the robot.  The technical 
specifications of the brick are available from http://mindstorms.lego.com 
 
Section 8.2 and 8.3 will discuss the functions of the NXT brick and sensors respectively, for an 
overview of the components available and used in the implementation. 
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8.2 Functions of NXT Brick 
 
Motor Ports  
Ports A, B and C are output ports for attaching motors. 
 
Sensor Ports  
Ports 1, 2, 3 and 4 are input ports for attaching sensors 
 
USB port 
To connect a USB cable to the USB port and download 
programs from the computer to NXT or upload data  
from NXT to the computer.  
 
 
Loudspeaker 
To make sounds from a program. 
 
NXT Buttons 
Orange button: ON/ Enter / Run 
Light grey arrows: Used for moving left and right in the NXT menu 
Dark grey button: Clear / Go Back 
 
 
Figure1. Ports and buttons on 
NXT  
    A       B       C      USB  
1        2       3       4 
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8.3 Sensors and Functions 
 
The official sensors for the Lego Mindstorms NXT 1.0 are touch sensors, sound sensor, ultrasonic 
sensor and light sensor. There were some changes in the Lego  Mindstorms  NXT  2.0 
(http://mindstorms.lego.com).  The light sensor was replaced with a  color sensor having three 
different functions. These are discussed in later sections. 
 
The functions of the official sensors are as follows:  
 
1.  Touch sensors are able to react to touch and release. This enables them to detect three different 
events: pressed, released and bumped. It gives a Boolean value of true if depressed and false 
otherwise. 
 
2.  Light sensors are able to distinguish between light and dark, in addition to determining the light 
intensity of different colours. The program outputs integer values between 0 and 100 to 
represent the measured quantity. 
 
3.  Sound sensors are able to measure noise levels in dB (frequencies around 3-6 KHz which are 
most sensitive to human ear). The sound can measure pressure levels up to 90dB. The program 
outputs integer values between 0 and 100 to represent the measured quantity. 
 
4.  Ultrasonic sensors are  able to measure distances from 0 to 255  centimetres.  The program 
outputs an integer value for distance, in centimetres or inches, from the target. 
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9. Programming 
 
9.1 Programming the NXT  
 
Before any other aspects of the project could be considered, the way in which the NXT robot is to be 
programmed had to be determined. NXT has the advantage of having widespread support in the 
software community. Several developers have created various programming languages and libraries 
to interface with NXT. RobotC, leJOS NXJ and Ruby-NXT are some of the popular programs with 
some having continuous support.  
 
It can be noted that NXT robots can be programmed in myriad of ways. The most basic method 
would be inputting commands directly into the NXT via the menu.  However this was of little use for 
implementing the project, as it does not allow complex algorithms to be created. The NXT menu was 
helpful in testing the ports and the individual sensors for preliminary modular tests to learn the 
sensors characteristics.  
 
Without using the “code by menu” option, there were only two other approaches.  They were to 
download the program via USB and run directly on NXT or run the program on a standalone 
computer and send the program over a Bluetooth link. For the project the program was downloaded 
via USB. Bluetooth dongle was not available, thus was done via USB. 
 
NXT-G is the programming software bundled with NXT Mindstorms. NXT-G is a graphical language 
and is offered as an adequate development environment for most programming of the motors, basic 
manipulations, sensor inputs/outputs and flow control. 
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9.2 Programming Alternatives 
 
There were several third party programming languages that have been developed for NXT. Some of 
the programming alternatives and their structures are described below. 
 
9.2.1  NXT-G 
 
NXT-G is a graphical programming environment developed by National Instruments for LEGO. 
Writing an NXT-G program is very much like creating a flowchart. 
 
 
Figure 2 NXT-G graphical programming screen 
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9.2.2 ROBOLAB 
 
ROBOLAB was developed by Tufts University for the first generation LEGO Mindstorms RCX 
microprocessor. It was further enhanced and revised to support both RCX and the second-
generation NXT. ROBOLAB is another graphical environment, but it is less intuitive than the NXT-G 
language. ROBOLAB would be more useful if you have RCX and NXT to program on. Otherwise NXT-G 
is recommended as a better choice. [20] 
 
 
Figure 3 ROBOLAB program screen 
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9.2.3 ROBOTC  
 
ROBOTC was developed by the Robotics Academy at Carnegie Mellon University.  ROBOTC allows 
NXT to be programmed using the C language and requires a firmware download. ROBOTC has a drag-
and-drop capability of a different kind-it drag and drops text. Figure 4 shows the left window in the 
picture containing the “dictionary” of ROBOTC’s built-in robotics control capabilities. ROBOTC has a 
powerful interactive real-time debugger that significantly reduces time to debug programs. This 
program suits both novice and advanced users. ROBOTC can be downloaded at www.robotc.net 
 
 
Figure 4 ROBOTC screen showing classic line-following program. 
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9.2.4 NXC 
 
NXC (Not eXactly C) is a C-like language for NXT.  Similar to ROBOTC, NXC was developed for RCX 
products and later it was enhanced to support NXT. NXC uses the same firmware as NXT-G. This is 
convenient for users who want to program in both graphical and test environments because they do 
not have to reload and change the firmware every time they switch the environment type. Both 
NXT-G  and NXC programs can be stored simultaneously in the same brick. NXC has the same 
limitations as NXT-G, for instance it does not have floating-point variables. NXC and ROBOTC are the 
only solutions that have run-time debuggers (http://botmag.com). NXC is an open source program. 
 
 
Figure 5 NXC program screen. 
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9.2.5 NXJ 
 
leJOS NXJ is a JAVA implementation for NXT. It is a high level open source language which uses 
standard JAVA but with a smaller Class library. 256Kbytes of memory is insufficient for the standard 
Class library. NXJ programs are written and complied on the PC, and are then transferred to NXT 
where  they are  executed. NXJ requires custom firmware developed by the leJOS team 
(http://botmag.com).   
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10.  Basic Requirements of an Autonomous Ground Vehicle in an   
Environment 
 
The robot has tasks to do which consists of sensing, collecting and processing information, 
manipulating objects and moving around the environment. The robot should be able to navigate to a 
desired location without colliding with obstacles in its path. Manipulation requires accurate 
detection of obstacles and the intended target. In this project the implementation is conducted in a 
small and artificial environment of about 0.9 meters by 0.9 meters. It is done in this manner to test 
the proof of concept.  
 
In this controlled environment there will be less environmental variability and the focus of the 
objective can be achieved more easily than in a battlefield. The solution can be expanded to a bigger 
environment but needless to say design parameters have to be changed to accommodate  the 
change.  
 
The intended basic abilities of the robots are to: 
1)  Determine its own location in environment.  
2)  Move in the simulated environment, without colliding into the wall. 
3)  Detect the target object (IED). 
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11.  Path planning & localisation 
 
Path planning in the robotic environment can either be static or dynamic. A static environment is 
defined as pre-determined  locations  of all obstacles. In a dynamic environment partial or little 
information is available prior to the motion of the robot. Therefore the robot follows its path, 
locates new obstacles and updates its local map.  Path planning is done first in a dynamic 
environment [21]. 
 
A simulation of the function was created which would usually occur with an “Autonomous bomb 
detecting robot” in the battlefield. In this experiment the master robot, also known as Robot A, 
would scan the environment by performing a sweep over the plane using an Ultrasonic sensor. 
When the IED is found it would in parallel determine its locality according to the divided colour 
boundary on the ground. Next it would inform the sacrificial robot, also known as Robot B. 
 
Localisation is when the robot knows its own location against a map. Localisation is combined with 
sensor readings and closed-loop motion feedback which could determine its position on a map [21]. 
 
Mapping and localisation goes hand in hand, and the next step is  navigation. Simultaneous 
Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) is a process whereby robots are able to build their own maps [21]. 
SLAM can be broken down in to 3 cases:  
 
1)  Known map, known localisation – this is the simplest. The map and current location are 
known, so it will be easy to navigate to a new location.  
2)  Known map, unknown localisation – the map is known and the robot needs to determine 
where it is. 
3)  Unknown map, unknown location – this is where SLAM is applied. This is the most difficult of 
the three cases.   
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12.  Improved detection of IED in a Simulated Environment 
 
12.1 Previous implementation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure6. Previous implementation setup 
 
The simulated environment is 0.9 meter by 0.9 meter partitioned into four boundaries. This will be 
the same setup as before. Previous, the robot goes from Point A and typically take the path of the 
arrows shown in figure 6. The search by the robot was conducted in a sweeping manner whereby 
the robot would not miss out the IED.  This process and algorithm was later found not to be efficient. 
The Robot can take much time for the sweep to detect the IED depending on the location of IED.  
Point  A  
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12.2 Current implementation 
 
The current implementation enables the robot to find the IED in the environment directly using the 
Ultrasonic sensor and a new algorithm. The environment is scanned and the IED is detected at a 
faster rate making the implementation more efficient. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Current implementation of setup 
 
 
The current implementation will use point A as the start position. The difference compared to the 
previous algorithm is that the robot will scan the environment in 10 degree increments from 0 to 90 
degrees from the start position. As the robot scans from 0 to 90 degrees, it will identify the 
difference between the environment’s perimeters to the IED; that is, the difference in distance 
between them. This is how the IED is detected in the environment.  Once the IED is detected, the 
robot will go directly to the IED.   
 
Point B will be the ‘home’ position of Robot B. After receiving information from Robot A, it will go to 
the boundary determined by Robot A and search for the IED. This scenario assumes that there are 
no obstacles except for one IED. This scenario will be first implemented to test the concept. It was 
planned that at a later stage, permissible by time, obstacles will be added to the environment.   
Point A 
IED 
Point B  
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However, the obstacle and IED detection was not implemented due to time constraints. More effort 
was focused onto Bluetooth communications as it was the priority of the project. In the future this 
can be implemented by others. The suggestion to others will be to use the colour sensor and 
ultrasonic sensor to jointly determine the IED, which will be identified as a different colour from the 
obstacles.  
 
The following precursors were identified at the initial stage to determine if the current setup would 
be feasible.  
 
1.  To retrieve ultrasonic sensor and colour sensor data. 
2.  The specifications of the data to be verified. (E.g. the minimum and maximum distance 
range  of  the  Ultrasonic  sensor). The verification tests  were  carried out because in the 
previous test of Ultrasonic sensor’s minimum distance gave unreliable results.  
3.  The colour sensor will be tested with different colours and verified for the three different 
available functions. The User Guide accompanying the Mindstorm kits suggests there are 
three functions. The interest will be upon the colour detection capability. 
4.  The servo motors will be tested to see if they are able to turn at an accuracy of 10 degrees 
angle on the plane. Otherwise the experiment will determine which angle best suits an 
optimal coverage of the environment.  
 
If optimal results are obtained from the experiments the environment setup will to be created and 
tested. The result of the tests and feasibility options are discussed in the following sections.   
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13.  Detection of the IED using Ultrasonic Sensor 
 
An experiment was performed to verify the difference between LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 1.1 and 
LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 for the Ultrasonic Sensor. During the experiment it was found the LEGO 
MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 version of Ultrasonic Sensor has an error of +2 centimetres in all of its 
readings. As the measurements were +2 centimetres from the actual, this was compensated in the 
development of algorithms. These experiments were performed because Ultrasonic Sensor’s data 
specifications were unavailable and for verification purposes.  
 
Further tests were performed on the Ultrasonic Sensor to test the ‘field of vision’ as it was essential 
for developing a new and efficient algorithm to sweep the environment to detect an IED. This was 
done by scanning the plane in a 0 to 90 degrees sweep as discussed in the previous section. The 
Ultrasonic Sensor does a scan at every 10 degrees interval. Thus nine scans of the environments will 
be done. To do this process it was necessary to know the resolution of its lateral view (a sonar cone). 
 
13.1 Peripheral vision 
 
To determine the peripheral vision, an experiment was conducted. The picture below will give an 
idea of how it was done, minus the sonar test-bed. The idea to perform this test is attributed to 
Mapping and Localisation Projects for the AI Course (McNally, Klassner and Continanza 2007). A 
similar test bed was created, but in comparison the test-bed was rudimentary. 
  
Figure 8. The NXT, Ultrasonic sensor and sonar test bed 
 (courtesy of Lego Mindstorms of Computer Education)  
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A trial and error method was used to determine the lateral angle. This was done by shifting the 
object as seen in the picture horizontally a little at a time till the Ultrasonic sensor does not detect it. 
The point before it was last detected will be taken as the lateral angle. Next this will be done at the 
other side of the Ultrasonic sensor, which gave the same reading too. This is the resolution of the 
sonar cone. The robot has peripheral vision up to 26 degrees. 
 
13.2 Characteristics of Ultrasonic sensor detection on slanted surfaces 
 
A solid and slanted surface of approximately more than 20 degree from right angles, gave  an 
ambiguous reading when an experiment was performed. The cause of this was because the waves 
bounces off the surface at the angle of the reflected surface and does not bounce towards the 
Ultrasonic Sensor. Detection of objects placed at some angles were  affected,  this  lead to 
discrepancies in the detection of the IED.  
 
13.2.1 An example from the experiment 
 
An object was placed at 30 degrees and 70 centimetres from the Robot as seen in figure 9.  The 
object, shown in blue, was not detected because the Ultrasonic waves had reflected away, thus the 
Ultrasonic Sensor did not detect it. Later the object was shifted and placed as shown in red and the 
Ultrasonic Sensor detects it. The data from this experiment are found in the Appendix: Ultrasonic 
Sensor-error in detection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      Figure 9. An experiment using Ultrasonic sensor  
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13.3 Recommendation  
 
The techniques of scanning the environment using an  Ultrasonic Sensor brings it own set of 
problems due to the characteristic of the Ultrasonic waves. As stated earlier in the section the sonar 
cone and the angle of reflection of the Ultrasonic waves does cause errors when scanning and may 
not detect the exact position but an approximate position instead. Thus when the robot moves 
toward the detected object, it may miss it. 
 
A laser device would be recommended for future processes. Laser has the advantage of precise 
detection of the object and has the ability to measure the distance to the object. 
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14.  Localisation using Colour Sensor 
 
The Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0 Colour Sensor uses a Red, Green and Blue (RGB) Light Emitting Diode 
(LED). The colour sensor shines red, green and blue light consecutively on the object. Reflected light 
is collected by a light sensor sensitive to all wavelengths. The Colour Sensor was used in the project 
to detect the colour boundary of the simulated environment. The purpose of the operation is for 
localisation of the robots in the environment. A rudimentary method was implemented in 
comparison to a battlefield situation. In a battlefield, typically a Global Positioning System (GPS) or 
Assisted-Global Positioning System (A-GPS) would be employed to do the task of localisation 
(www.mycoordinates.org).  
 
The Lego Mindstorms NXT 1.0 light sensor was replaced with Lego Mindstorms NXT 2.0 colour 
sensor. In comparison, the light sensor had limited capability-it distinguishes light intensity, but 
Colour Sensor v2.0 has three different functions. It is able to distinguish between colours and light 
and dark; detect six different colours; and read and measure light intensity of coloured surfaces 
(LEGO MINDSTORMS User Guide).  
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14.1 Colour Detection capability 
 
An experiment was performed to determine the colour detection capability of the colour sensor. The 
picture below shows the setup of the experiment. The target used was a LEGO Mindstorms NXT 2.0 
Test Pad (Part no: 8547). The colour sensor was setup at an angle of approximately 20 degrees off 
the plane, as seen in the picture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. NXT detecting colours. 
 
 In order to test the reliability of the colours detected, five cycles of the experiment were performed. 
All the colours on the Test Pad were tested and the results are shown in appendix 3 . The highlighted 
selections on the table show bias in the colour detection for cyan and light grey.  Despite this 
shortcoming the colour sensor had performed well to the expectations of the author.  The latter 
statement is said in comparison with LEGO Mindstorms NXT 1.0 light sensor which was made to 
emulate a colour sensor. The light sensor was made to work by comparing the reflected light from 
colours. It was done by assuming a certain range to be compared with pre-determined colours.  
 
Philo (http://philohome.com) conducted a test to characterise the colour sensor speed detection. 
The test conducted shows the Lego colour sensor required 2.5 milliseconds to detect the colour. 
Therefore detection of colours while moving between colour boundaries was assumed not an issue. 
This assumption was verified to be true by testing the robot moving through the boundaries in the 
simulated environment and there was no loss of information from the colour sensor. The speed of 
the Robot was moving at the power of 40.   
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15.  Inaccuracy of Rotation Sensor in Servo motors 
 
The Servo Motors give the robot the ability to move via the Move block function from the software. 
When on Move block is used, two motors on the robots will automatically synchronise. This enables 
the robot to move in a straight line (LEGO MINDSTORMS User Guide, 2009). 
 
The controller of the motor has a built-in rotation sensor, which controls the motor movements 
precisely. LEGO MINDSTORMS User Guide states the motor rotation is in the accuracy of +/- one 
degree (LEGO MINDSTORMS User Guide, 2009). The accuracy of the motor was verified when the 
author found incorrect movements of the motor when set to, turn 360 degrees. It was noticed to 
occasionally exceed the preset movement. This was clearly evident while testing the 0 to 90 degrees 
turn at intervals of 10 degrees, for the sweep of IED.   
 
An algorithm was designed to verify the claims of the rotation sensor. Figure 11 below shows the 
block diagram of the program. The purpose of the Rotation Sensor Block is to probe the number of 
degrees or rotations a specific motor turns. The pointed arrow in the figure show the degrees when 
the motor turns.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Figure 11. Rotation sensor configuration panel 
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The preset duration by degrees of Motor A was set as 360 degrees when executing the program the 
value of the Rotation Sensor was compared to the degrees of the rotations detected. It was found 
that 8 out of 10 times they were inaccurate. It was found that the movement usually exceeds the 
preset value but never less.  
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16.  Bluetooth on NXT 
 
Bluetooth is a technical industry standard of short-range radio technology that facilitates 
communication between wireless devices [23]. In addition, Bluetooth is a wireless communication 
standard developed for Personal Area Networking (PAN). It has low energy consumption and has the 
ability to form ad hoc networks. The co-operative behaviour required for this project will be 
implemented via Bluetooth, as it is readily available on board the NXT brick [12]. The NXT uses a 
Class 2 Bluetooth radio; this means the NXT brick can communicate wirelessly up to ten meters. 
 
An NXT brick can be connected wirelessly to three other bricks (see Figure 12) at the same time. The 
communication is set up as a “master-slave” communication channel. The master can communicate 
only with one of the slaves at a given moment. The slaves cannot communicate directly with each 
other. 
 
 
Figure 12. Bluetooth configuration of master & slaves  
(courtesy of http://mindstorms.lego.com/en-us/Overview/NXTreme.aspx) 
 
During the testing of the Bluetooth communications implementation, it was found that there were 
short delays of three seconds in the communications. This is attributed to the sending-receiving of 
the received message by the sacrificial robot (receiver).   
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Boogaarts et al., 2007 says that when using Bluetooth with the NXT, the master does the entire 
message shuffling, including polling the slaves now and then for any messages waiting to be sent 
back to the master. All this interrogation and response takes time, and since it is all being executed 
by the master NXT, things can slow down and get confusing if there are many Bluetooth messages 
streaming rapidly back and forth.  
 
If Bluetooth messages stream back and forth rapidly, it will be noticed that to receive and act on the 
message will become less responsive. A method to overcome this constraint is to add sufficient time 
in the code using timers for everything to  happen. It is crucial to understand that this 
communication process is rather processor-intensive for the NXT. [22] 
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17.  Preparing NXT Controller for Bluetooth Communications 
 
For Bluetooth communication to occur between the NXT controllers, they have to be paired. In NXT 
the master robot has to initiate the ‘pairing’ to the slave, which are called Robot A and Robot B 
respectively. The steps to pair the two NXTs via Bluetooth can be found on Appendix 1. 
 
Assigning names to NXTs  are recommended if there is more than one slave NXT. The LEGO 
Mindstorms NXT software is used to rename the NXT. The names can be assigned through the USB 
connection between the NXT and computer. Assigning a unique name to the NXT is crucial when 
several NXT Bluetooth connections are in use or simply used to identify the NXT. 
 
When pairing the NXT brick, a warning message may appear displaying “Line Busy!” or “Failed”. This 
indicates an error in the Bluetooth pairing. This is because the NXTs may have old ‘contacts’ from 
previous Bluetooth communication links still stored and conflicts when new connections are made. 
To reduce the hassle of such occurrences, previous contacts should be deleted before continuing. 
This is done by, selecting the Bluetooth icon on the NXT controller screen. Next select ‘My contacts’.  
Here any previously established connections will appear. If any exists, select it and choose ’Delete’ 
(the trashcan icon). This will delete the connection and its contacts.  
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18.  Communications between Robots (Bluetooth)  
 
18.1 Initial implementation 
 
The initial idea was to get Robot A to communicate with Robot B and assign it a task to do. Simplex 
communication was determined to be sufficient at that point. Simplex communication refers to 
communication in one direction only, in this case from the sender (Robot A) to the receiver (Robot 
B) (http://cbdd.wsu.edu). The assumption was that Robot B would be turned on (ready to receive 
message) and would receive the Bluetooth message. Simplex communications are used on the 
assumption that the instructions sent will be carried out reliably.  This would be the ideal situation. 
However in the real world, the operating condition is less than ideal. 
 
The advantages of simplex communications: 
1.  Less memory usage (coding). 
2.  Longer battery life (less processing required) 
 
The disadvantage of simplex communication: 
1.  There is no feedback. Thus if the target robot is turned off, this would remain unknown to 
the sender. 
 
Simplex communications systems are often employed in broadcast networks, where the receivers do 
not need to send any data back to the transmitter/broadcaster. 
In an atypical scenario, Robot B may be switched off or out-of-range or errors in communication may 
occur. When any of these situations occurs, Robot A would be ignorant and assume the message 
was received by Robot B. To avoid this possibility, a “handshaking scheme” was implemented. 
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18.2 Implementation of “handshaking” scheme 
 
Handshaking is an exchange of signals between two devices when communications begins in order 
to ensure synchronization (thefreeonlinedictionary.com). The initial communication technique was 
inadequate, because in a typical scenario, when a robot communicates an instruction to another 
robot, it expects an acknowledgement of the receipt of the message.  
 
18.3 Current implementation for communications 
 
A half duplex/handshake system is currently implemented for robust communication. In addition, a 
“fail safe” scheme was tested. This would create a beeping sound and flashing lights when there is 
no receipt of acknowledgement from Robot B. The visual and audio indicators will be to alert human 
personnel of a fault in the communication and for human intervention.  
The following cases will be tested and outcomes noted: 
1.  Bluetooth is turned off on Robot B. 
2.  Robot B is out of range. 
3.  Robot B received message but no acknowledgement sent 
4.  Robot B receives and sends out acknowledgement 
5.  Robot A sends out erroneous message to Robot B, and how Robot B handles this error. 
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19.  Handshake Coding 
 
Prior to implementing the handshake code, simplex communication was tested. The purpose for the 
test was to ensure the old code could work on the new Mindstorms NXT 2.0 and to check if there 
was any difference. This was done for verification and was found to be working as intended.  
Thereafter the handshake coding was implemented. There are two blocks which are the key for 
Bluetooth communication in NXT. They are Bluetooth Send Message block and Receive Message 
block. Appendix 2 explains how the blocks are configured for the communication to take place. 
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19.1 Initial coding method 
 
Robot A 
The ‘handshake’ code was developed independently away from the main code. This method was 
chosen as it will be easy to troubleshoot just the code portion and to expedite coding. This was to 
test that the communications between robots actually works without needing to look at other 
issues.   
 
 
Figure 13. Initial design of Robot A  
 
The coding was designed as shown above, by splitting the sending and acknowledgement into two 
branch sequences.   
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However there were issues with the coding method. The message sent from Robot A was 
successfully received by Robot B. But, when Robot B sends an acknowledgement to Robot A. Robot 
A was not receiving the acknowledgement from Robot B. The coding employed was similar though.  
There were a few unknowns at this stage:  
1.  Robot B’s Bluetooth send function may be faulty (hardware). 
2.  Robot A’s Bluetooth receive function may be faulty (hardware). 
3.  Is Robot B sending out an acknowledgment to Robot A (software)? 
 
The first two unknowns (1) and (2) were tested by interchanging the codes for Robots A and B, 
whereby their send and receive functions were reversed. There was no change in behaviour. This 
means there were no faults in the Bluetooth hardware. It was assumed the NXT-G software block 
works as intended. 
 
Therefore the next option was to understand how the Bluetooth protocol operated on the NXT. It 
was decided that a search to sniff the Bluetooth messages would be attempted. It was assumed that 
this would be the only option to know if an acknowledgement message is being sent out from Robot 
B. If a message is sent from Robot B, this would narrow down to Robot A not being able to receive 
the message.  
 
The assumption to sniff the Bluetooth protocols is that the Bluetooth works on the same principles 
as IEEE802.11 devices- that they use the same radio frequencies. Ethereal is a network protocol 
analyser. It is a tool for analysis, troubleshooting and protocol development (www.ethereal.com). 
Ethereal is typically used in Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). 
 
Ethereal supports TCP/IP connection over a Bluetooth connection and this has to run over a Linux 
operating system (www.ethereal.com).  Thus Ethereal was found to be not an option to test NXT 
because the Bluetooth protocol used in the NXT brick is RFCOMM (Toledo, 2006). RFCOMM is a 
simple transport protocol that emulates a RS232 serial port over L2CAP protocol 
(www.palowireless.com). 
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Usually, when monitoring traffic on a  802.11 network,  the wireless network card listens to all 
incoming traffic on a specific channel (www.ethereal.com). However a Bluetooth connection does 
not use one specific channel but hops over 79 different channels, changing channels every 625 
microseconds in a pseudo random sequence (www.bluetooth.com). This is known as Frequency-
hopping spread spectrum (www.palowireless.com). Therefore sniffing Bluetooth is not a viable 
alternative as in 802.11 networks. The option to sniff Bluetooth will be a device which could monitor 
all 79 channels at the same time and following the hopping sequence. 
 
Bluetooth Sniffer v. 2.1 +EDR is available but this was an expensive option to test the assumption 
(http://www2.rohde-schwarz.com).  Bluetooth Sniffer is a PC based Bluetooth protocol analyser 
compared to other standalone Bluetooth testing and analysing devices  in the market. Further 
information of the product and how it analyses the protocols is found on Appendix 4. 
 
Eventually half duplex communications was not achieved in the manner shown in figure 13. In 
addition, Mindstorms NXT did not have a method to test if there is any incoming or outgoing 
message from the NXT. Thus the option to look at a Bluetooth sniffing tool was chosen, however this 
option was not viable. Thereafter alternative methods were needed to be looked at. 
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19.2 Different perspective to solve handshake 
 
After researching further on Bluetooth send and receive messages, I decided to implement a method 
from The LEGO Mindstorms NXT Idea book (Boogaarts et al., 2007). The Message block uses three 
different ways to receive messages: the Receive Message block, Wait for Message and Switch on 
Message. The ‘handshake’ was implemented using the Wait for Message and Switch on Message. 
The implementation in figure 14 and figure 15 shows that the Bluetooth receive message needs to 
be implemented in such a manner for it to work. It can be concluded the Bluetooth hardware was 
not faulty but the NXT-G software requires the NXT to be implemented in the specific manner 
especially for the master robot.  
 
Robot A 
The successful implementation shown below in figure 14 shows the method for Switch on Message.  
 
 
Figure 14. Code for Robot A  
 
Switch on Message determines the Switch check for a specific message, such as ‘blue’ in the 
specified mailbox. The characteristic of the switch is, if the message is true it will follow the 
sequence of the top branch, else it will follow the lower sequence.    
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This technique is suitable for infrequent messages arriving to the system, so it does not have to poll 
regularly for a message. It is to be noted Bluetooth communications is processor-intensive for NXT-G 
(Boogaarts et al., 2007).  
 
The switch method is suitable for robot A because it only needs to poll for acknowledgement after 
sending a message to robot B. This communication process occurs in the later part of the code, after 
the intended object is found.  
 
Robot B  
Figure 15 shows the successful implementation of using the method, Wait for Message.  
 
Figure 15. Code for Robot A  
 
Wait for Message was employed because Robot B waits in the environment for the message before 
it continues its set conditions. Therefore it waits in the loop till Robot A sends a message to it to go 
to the required sector. For example, it receives the Text message: ‘blue’.  
 
The Send Message block in the above sequence in Figure 15 sends a message from the slave back to 
the master. In Bluetooth messaging for NXT, it can be configured for a master robot and up to 3 
slave robots depending on the requirements of the project (Toledo 2006). For this project two 
robots are used, Robot A is set as master and Robot B is slave.  
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The Bluetooth connection is established as connection (1), this is the connection used by the master 
NXT to send to the slave. For messaging from the slave to the master, the slave always sends on 
connection [0]. For a slave NXT, there is only one valid connection; connection (0) (Boogaarts et al., 
2007 p.41). 
 
A 3 seconds Wait Timer is added at the end of the loop to facilitate the time taken for the message 
to be sent to the Master NXT and the time for the exchange to take place. In the process of coding it 
was found that the Send message command may have sent out the message but the Master NXT 
receiving the message requires some time for processing before receipt of the message. After some 
trial and error it was found the sending takes approximately 2 seconds. Thus 3 seconds was set to 
give it ample time to receive and act on the message. 
 
It was found that it will be beneficial to understand the messaging protocol and time taken for 
message transfers. An attempt to sniff the Bluetooth packets may help to understand the protocol 
level and understand in depth the manner of message transfer. This would be useful for 
troubleshooting and analysis in the initial stages of coding of communication.  
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19.3 Caveat 
 
19.3.1 Send message from Slave NXT 
 
 
Figure 16. Send Message Configuration panel for slave Robot 
 
It might be of interest to a future student doing a similar project that a slave NXT can send messages 
over connection [0] only, but there are other available options at the same time.  
This is because the Send Message block in NXT-G environment does not know or have means of 
knowing if the code written is supposed to run on a master or a slave NXT. Thus the connection 
scheme needs to be set by the user (Boogaarts et al., 2007 p.41). 
 
19.3.2 Bluetooth connection issues 
 
Intermittent issues were encountered when establishing a connection while pairing the NXTs for 
Bluetooth communications. There were intermittent connection issues and the occurrences were 
investigated and narrowed down. It was found the issue occurred after a Bluetooth connection had 
been established and connected. At the next connection there  were  troubles  establishing a 
connection.  
 
After some research the solution was found. The cause of the issue is because Bluetooth sometimes 
does not close the connection port properly and future connections are affected by this. To 
overcome the issue, the user should navigate to the Bluetooth setting on the NXT and open the  
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Contacts and then delete them. Deleting the connections and reassigning them has shown to work in 
most cases (http://mindstorms.lego.com/en-us/bluetooth/default.aspx).   
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20.  Connection Establishment 
 
Connection establishment is a procedure for creating a connection mapped onto a channel 
(www.bluetooth.com). During the test of Bluetooth send and receive messages via NXT bricks, the 
testings were frequently interrupted by intermittent connection issues. While the problem was 
known to be improper termination of the connection port, there was initially no effective solution to 
it except for the fact that the Contacts needed to be deleted to remove previous connections and 
passphrases.  (A passphrase is used to authenticate both sides of a connection when pairing 
Bluetooth devices (www.bluetooth.com).) A new search had to be initiated again. This process took 
up approximately three minutes each time.  
 
An algorithm was added into the code to initiate and to close the Bluetooth connections. After the 
implementation of the algorithm, it expedited the testing. The frequency of encountering a 
connection error thereafter was low.  
 
The function ‘Initiate connection’ works by initiating a connection which has been setup beforehand 
by pairing using the passphrase that is already in the contacts list. When the function, ‘Initiate 
Connection’ is called the function would establish a connection. Robot A is used to initiate the 
connection as it is the master robot (LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT Help and Support). 
 
At the end of the communications the function ‘Close Connection’ is called. Close connection ends 
an established connection properly. Previously the connection was abruptly ended by turning off the 
robot as a means to end the connection or end the activity. The Bluetooth connection blocks are 
available in LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT Software Version 2.0 only. 
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21.  Communications strategy 
 
21.1 Phase 1 
 
Algorithms were developed for the communications between Robot A and Robot B using Bluetooth. 
Strategies were developed to handle the ‘handshake’ communication and error handling.  
 
Strategies were developed for the following scenarios: 
Case 1 
Robot A transmits the location of IED to Robot B. Robot B acknowledges the receipt of message to 
Robot A. 
 
Outcome: This will be the ideal scenario.  
 
Case 2 
Robot A transmits the location of IED to Robot B. Robot B does not receive message, or is out-of-
range, or is switched off. In these scenarios Robot B will not be able to acknowledge Robot A. 
 
Outcome: In this scenario Robot A will be expecting a reply from Robot  B. Robot A awaits an 
acknowledgement from Robot B up to ten seconds. If no acknowledgement is received Robot A 
beeps continuously for five seconds and displays “Check Robot B!” on its screen. 
Human intervention is expected at this point to verify the operational status of Robot B.  
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Case 3 
Robot A transmits the location of IED to Robot B. Robot B receives the message but fails to send an 
acknowledgement to Robot A.  
 
Outcome: This scenario will have the same behaviour as case 2 for Robot A. This is because without 
the receipt of acknowledgment from Robot B, Robot A will assume the message was not delivered. 
Thus, Robot A beeps continuously for five seconds and displays “Check Robot B!” on its screen.  
 
The above scenarios describe the first phase of ‘handshake’ for communications between Robot A 
and Robot B. This phase establishes that Robot A and Robot B are ready for further action.  
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21.2 Phase 2 
 
After the “hand shake” is established, the second phase follows next. In the second phase, Robot B 
will go to the location of the IED identified by Robot A. A similar algorithm was developed for Robot 
B to identify the IED. The difference with Robot B is it will go to the identified location directly by 
identifying the colour boundary. When Robot B has arrived at the identified colour boundary Robot 
B will attempt to detect the IED within the boundary. The detection of the IED is by Ultrasonic 
Sensor. It is to be mentioned at this point that Robot B makes a right turn when it reaches the 
specified boundary from its “Home” position, see figure 6. 
 
At this point it is to be mentioned that the preceding paragraphs may seem side-tracked, but the 
author prefers the need for the chronological sequence to explain the process after Phase 1. After 
making the right turn, the Ultrasonic Sensor attempts to detect the object. When the Robot B is 
making a 90-degrees right turn, it has been noticed occasionally the accuracy of the 90 degrees right 
turn is off its mark. This problem has been narrowed down an issue with the rotation sensor. The 
details about the problem can be found in section 15. To overcome the problem of Robot B being off 
its right turn mark, an algorithm was created to handle the problem. Thus after Robot B has made its 
right turn, it will attempt to detect the IED. If the IED is not found in the first attempt, an assumption 
is made that the robot is off its right turn. Next it will do a 10 degree sweep to the left and attempt 
to detect the IED. If no IED is found Robot B will make a 20 degree sweep and look for the IED again. 
If no IED is found after this attempt it is assumed that IED has not been found and an alert is sent to 
Robot A. 
 
The algorithm handling the sweep has two functions, one is to handle the error in the right turn of 
Robot B and the other is for the Ultrasonic Sensor to cover the whole area of the boundary. It was 
necessary for the extra sweeps to cover the whole area of the boundary and not raise unnecessary 
alarm due to the inadequate search. With the addition of this algorithm the robustness of the search 
has been improved and the detection rates of the IED during the trials were about 8 out of 10 
attempts. The results compare favourably with results obtained  before the addition of the 
algorithm, where the detection rates were about 4 out of 10.  
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In Phase 2 of communications, Robot B will inform Robot A if the IED was found. The following 
scenarios will describe the communication strategy at this phase. 
 
Case 1 
Robot B has found the IED and informs Robot A that the IED is found. 
 
Outcome: This will be the ideal scenario. After Robot A has received the message that the IED has 
been found the communication ceases.  
 
Case 2 
Robot B has found the IED but Robot A fails to receive, ‘IED found’ message. 
 
Outcome: This scenario may occur when Robot B has found the IED and the send message fails, or 
message is lost in transmission or Robot B was destroyed before it could send message.  In this 
scenario Robot A will be waiting for a reply from Robot B for up to fifteen seconds.  If Robot A does 
not receive a reply within fifteen seconds, Robot A beeps and flashes lights for three seconds. The 
visual and audio indicators will be to alert the human personnel of a fault in the communication and 
for human intervention.  
 
Case 3  
Robot B had not found the IED and informs Robot A that IED was not found.  
 
Outcome: This scenario occasionally occurs in real life situation when robots, misses the intended 
target location due to errors in the sensors, or  pre-detonation of IED thus object is no longer at the 
location, or errors in messaging whereby wrong location is sent by robot due to bug in the code. 
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22.  Programming the NXT in NXT-G 
 
NXT-G is a computer program designed to run explicitly on Lego Mindstorms NXT platform. NXT-G is 
the programming software bundled with the retail version of NXT. NXT-G was developed on top of a 
professional development program called LabVIEW.  LabVIEW is  widely  used in complex data 
acquisition and control systems. It is employed as a flexible and powerful tool for scientist and 
engineers [22]. 
 
 NXT-G is adequate for most programming of the motors, basic manipulations, sensor inputs/outputs 
and flow control. However, NXT-G cannot handle more complex problems because the compiler is 
ineffective and produces native code up to 6 times larger than third party compilers.  
 
The programming of the project was done modularly and integrated later. This was found to be a 
suitable option because modular coding ensured that each component was working properly before 
being integrated. It ensures robustness of the code. If there is an issue with integration it would be 
easy to narrow down the cause when troubleshooting.  
 
This proved to be useful in the course of coding, because when the obstacle avoidance program was 
integrated using the Ultrasonic sensor, Light sensors and motors, the robot would intermittently not 
“see” the obstacles and bump into them.  While troubleshooting it was found that, the robot was 
moving too fast for the Ultrasonic sensor to react to the distance of 5cm between the robot and the 
obstacle. This and the next paragraph describes the work done using LEGO Mindstorms NXT 1.0. 
 
It  was later found that the Ultrasonic sensor did not have a good accuracy. The official Lego 
Mindstorms website claims that the Ultrasonic sensor has a precision of approximately 3cm [19]. 
However while testing it was found to be less accurate. The accuracy was more in the region of 
+6cm. Thus increasing the distance to 8 centimetres between the robot and the object, detection of 
the object was consistent. In addition, by reducing the speed of the robot  a  reliable  obstacle 
avoidance algorithm was developed.  
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23.  Software Design 
 
The flow charts below details the software design implemented in the project.  
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24.  Problems Encountered During Implementation 
 
24.1 Bluetooth connection 
 
There were problems encountered while integrating the codes for target identification and 
Bluetooth communications. The Bluetooth communications usually works with the program 
downloaded to the NXT the first time when they were paired but thereafter the ‘paired’ connection 
fails.  Apparently, the visual indicator on the screen displays the Bluetooth is connected. This is 
probably because of “unclean” termination of Bluetooth connections.  
In addition it was observed that the slave NXT could not delete the connection of Bluetooth pairing 
while the master was turned on, the slave NXT would hang on the screen till the master NXT is 
switched off. However the master could delete all the connection regardless of the slave NXT. 
As there are no known way of knowing failures in paired connections  the alternative but time 
consuming method would be to delete any existing connection and reassigning them before running 
the program. 
 
24.2 Case Structure 
 
The default case will be the last case, regardless if the first case is selected as default. The software 
actually forces the last case to be default. This problem was encountered when a case structure was 
created with five cases and the first case was selected to be default on the configuration panel. 
However when the program was executed it was noticed that when the default behaviour is 
expected it was in actually executing the last case in the case structure.  
 
This defect was later characterised to be a bug in the program. The characterisation was done by 
setting each of the five cases as defaults and running the program module and the behaviour of the 
programs were observed  
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24.3 Servo motors 
 
While testing over a period of time, it was noticed that the robot does not move in a straight line or 
turn  accurately  at right angles.  These  were  issues  with the rotation sensor. The problem was 
elaborated in Section 15.  
 
24. 3 Ultrasonic sensors 
 
The Ultrasonic sensor uses waves to sense an object and measure distance. However, this depends 
on the physical nature of the object being sensed. A flat, hard object is easier for the ultrasonic to 
accurately sense, but if they are rounded or made from soft, fabric-like material, the reflection of the 
ultrasonic sound waves are adversely affected.  
 
24. 4 Bluetooth Receive message block 
 
Bluetooth Receive Message sends the number zero to “number out” (labelled #) on the 
configuration block when it does not receive any incoming message. This was discovered when a 
case structure connected had one of case as case zero, and during the program this case was always 
activated even when no message was received. While trying to solve the problem, it was understood 
that it was the characteristic of the block. Thus comparing zero with the value from “number out” is 
to be avoided.  
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25.  Future works and Recommendations 
 
25.1 Position system for location using Bluetooth 
 
It is  recommended to  implement  a  reliable measurement tool  to detect the signal quality of 
Bluetooth connections between two robots. A function can be created to measure the signal quality 
that returns the distance between two robots. Based on this function it is possible to develop an 
indoor location system for a team of robots, since knowing the fixed position of two robots enables 
the distance of a direct path to be calculated by trigonometry. 
 
25.2 Role interchange 
 
The specified roles cannot be interchanged between the robots. Thus, in case of any damage the 
role cannot be passed to each other. However, change of roles can be useful in situations such as 
when the Master robot is damaged, whereby the first slave would take over this role in exploring the 
area and controlling the communications  [24].  This could be implemented in a multi-robot 
environment, whereby a few slaves have the features of a Master robot and the switch to become a 
master is via an instruction or detection of failure of a Master robot.  
 
25.3 Stereo vision 
 
It will be useful to experiment with a stereo vision processing system, as a possible replacement for 
the Ultrasonic sensor.  A vision system would encompass path-planning, obstacle avoidance and 
detection of objects. RoboRealm software along with a Logitech webcam is a recommended starting 
point for this approach. The extra processing power requirements could be handled by connecting it 
up to a laptop or dedicated system with small footprint (Pocket PC).   
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25.4 Localisation in an indoor environment 
 
The suggestion is to use a digital compass available in LEGO Mindstorm NXT kits (to be purchased 
separately) and Ultrasonic Sensor for localisation. Using the wall perimeters and cardinal points, it is 
possible to determine the location of a robot more precisely. As seen in the figure below. Therefore 
the locations of the robots can be communicated using co-ordinates. This will be an improvement 
over the current implementation of a localisation strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Localisation using Compass and distance from the wall 
Robot  West, X 
South, Y  
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26.  Conclusion 
 
This project presents two autonomous robots in reality attempting to solve a team based search and 
destroy task. The first phase of the project was to detect the IED using an Ultrasonic sensor and 
associated algorithms. The second phase was to demonstrate the application of Bluetooth 
communication for a coordinated robotic task. This was the primary goal. The integration of the two 
phases displays the successful implementation of the master and slave Robots to locate and destroy 
an IED.  
 
The implementation of autonomous and collaborative behaviour of robots using LEGO Mindstorms 
platform demonstrates that robots can be built quickly with different configurations, modularity and 
connectivity features. It can be concluded a rudimentary autonomous operation was achieved in a 
contrived environment. However it should not be discounted that this implementation does not 
have the possibility to be expanded in a bigger scale.  The scalability should be considered to be 
proportional to the features and robustness of the robots.  
 
There are several areas of the current system that could be improved. Future works could focus on 
the  implementation of cooperative behaviours  which  can be extended further, with multiple 
communications - between more robots. However Bluetooth delays can be expected and this needs 
to be taken into consideration. Another future work suggestion would be to implement stereovision 
to work in more complex environments. It is hoped the current implementation would be possibly 
extended to other applications and domains in the future. 
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Appendix 1 
Pairing two NXT bricks via Bluetooth 
 
The following steps would pair two NXT bricks. 
1)  Turn both units on, and ensure Bluetooth is enabled on both NXTs, and that both are set to 
'visible'.  
2)  On the controller unit: navigate to Bluetooth -> Search 
3)  A search diagram will appear on the screen, be patient while the search progresses.  
4)  When the menu reappears select the receiver unit from the list. Then select connection slot 
#1.  
5)  A connection screen will appear, again be patient.  
6)  You will be prompted for a passkey on both units. Enter the same key on both and press 
enter to confirm. The default key is 1234. 
7)  On the controller again select the option for the receiver 
8)  At this point you should see the receiver unit display a small '1' in the upper left corner. 
Select it one last time and then back out to the main menu.  
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Appendix 2 
 
Send Message Block and Receive Message Block  
Send Message Block 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above shows the module for Send Message using Bluetooth. Connection 1 has been set to 
address Robot B. The connection number is how each NXT is addressed in Bluetooth. A message is 
sent to the specified NXT by indicating its connection number.  
Message: the pull-down menu allows selection of the message type; Text, Logic or Numbers (Lego 
Mindstorms NXT help and Support).  
Mailbox:  the NXT has ten mailbox numbers where wireless message can be deposited. The input is 
the chosen number of the mailbox of the destination NXT (Lego Mindstorms NXT help and Support).  
Text was selected for the message type as the colours of the zone are to be sent out to Robot B. 
Message is input as “blue” as shown in the figure 1 above. This message will be received by the 
Receive message and compared with the defined mailbox.  
 
Figure 1 Send Message block and configuration panel  
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Receive message block 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above shows the module for Receive Message using Bluetooth. To receive a message, the 
message type and the mailbox number is to match those of the sending NXT.  
Message: the pull-down menu allows selection of the message type - Text, Logic or Numbers of the 
message being received.  (Lego Mindstorms NXT help and Support).  
Compare to: this allows comparison of the incoming test message. For the project the text “blue” is 
compared. If the incoming message is true, it could display a message or beep a sound depending on 
the configuration.  
Mailbox: to choose the mailbox number where the incoming message will be stored. 
 
Figure 2 Receive Message block and configuration panel  
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Appendix 3 
 
Colour sensor experiment 
   
   
           
 
Attempt 1  Attempt 2  Attempt 3  Attempt 4  Attempt 5 
Colour 
chart  Colour detected  Colour detected  Colour detected  Colour detected  Colour detected 
   6  6  6  6  6 
   6  6  6  6  6 
   6  3  6  6  6 
   4  4  4  4  4 
   4  1  1  1  1 
   1  1  1  1  1 
   1  1  1  1  1 
   3  3  3  3  3 
   2  2  2  2  2 
   3  3  3  3  3 
   3  3  3  3  3 
   5  5  5  5  5 
   5  5  5  5  5 
   4  4  4  4  4 
   4  4  4  4  4 
   6  6  6  6  6 
Table 1 Colour sensor detection experiment 
 
The detected colour configuration setting on table 1 are as follows: 
1 = Black    2 = Blue 
3 = Green    4 = Yellow 
5 = Red     6 = White 
 
Angle of sensor: 70 degree from angle of motor (power 20) 
Target : LEGO Mindstorms NXT 2.0 Test Pad (Part no: 8547) 
    The findings show the Colour sensor has a good detection rate at the power of 20 when the NXT 
Colour Sensor is hovering over the Colour test pad.  
This experiment helps to determine the integrity of the Colour sensor. 
Cyan and shade of grey are unsuitable. This is because the Colour sensor gives incorrect readings.  
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Appendix 4 
 
 
 
 
Bluetooth Sniffer v. 2.1 + EDR – 
A PC based Bluetooth Protocol Analyzer FTS4BT 
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Appendix 5 
 
The code for the project is available in the compact disk attached with this report. 